ABSTRACT: It is focused that “METRO RAIL” is very much popular across the global nations such as Paris, Singapore, China, etc. London metropolitan railway is the world first underground railway. Besides Paris metro, Metro light rail, US, Metro train, Melbourne, Australia also become popular. Now in India, Metro Rail System also become popular in TAMIL NADU STATE. Various political party leaders also experiencing “Metro Rail Journey” among public. If so…

This scientific research focus that “METRO RAIL” shall be considered closely associated with “Cosmological Evolution”. “Metro Rail” shall mean “Cosmo Journey” performed in “Three Stages” of Nuclear age evolution of Universal matters. Further for movement of “RAIL” “LOCO” (Locomotive force) is essentially required for moving one state to another stage Journey point.
This scientific research further focuses that “J-RADIATION” (Zero hour radiation) began near “WHITE HOLE” region of Universe shall be considered as the “Locomotive force” of cosmological evolution of various matters of Universe including origin of Human Life at Zero point and white hole region of universe. The philosophy of “RAIL”, “LOCO” and three stage of “METRO RAIL” shall be described as below.
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i) Centre dot is like “SUN TRACK”
ii) Left dot is like “EARTH TRACK”
iii) Right dot is like “MOON TRACK”

1.0 “Cosmo” differs from “Metro”?...

It is hypothesized that in the origin of universe the philosophy of word “COSMO” shall be considered as distinguished from the word “METRO”. “Cosmo Universe” shall mean “created universe” and “Metro Universe” shall mean “evolved universe”. The philosophy of “Cosmo Universe” and “Metro Universe” shall be described as below.

(i)

Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation)
Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation)
Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR radiation)
In expanding Universe the cosmopolitan rail journey shall be considered as transformed to metropolitan rail journey in three stages as described below.

i) White galaxy – Electric rail journey
ii) Dark galaxy – Metro sleep (transformation)
iii) Blue galaxy – Stage I metro rail
iv) Green galaxy - Stage II metro rail
v) Red galaxy – Stage III metro rail

It is focused that in the origin of universe “White galaxy” near “White hole region” (Endothermic) shall be considered as existence of “VIRGIN MATTERS” composed of only three-in-one fundamental panicles PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON and free from “HCNO MATTERS”. The region of white galaxy shall also be called by author as Journey performed by “ELECTRIC RAIL” (Only fundamental parties).The philosophy of “METRO RAIL” Journey shall be considered a originated when virgin matters consider “transformed” to Earth Planet which further evolved in “three stages” of Nuclear age say γ-age, β-age, α-age. The “Dark age” (about 4,00,000 years ago) of universe shall also called by author as “METRO SLEEP” (or) Transformation of Journey from “ELECTRIC RAIL” to “METRO RAIL”. Further the ELECTRIC RAIL. shall also be called by author as “FLYING RAIL” (upward gravity) and “METRO RAIL” shall mean “TRACK RAIL” (downward gravity).

2.0 Philosophy of “Mono Rail”?...

Case study shows that in the evolution of rail system various locomotives were developed such as diesel locomotive, steam locomotive etc. It is hypothesized that MONO RAIL shall be considered as FLYING RAIL deriving energy from natural energy source called by author as “J-Locomotive”.
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(Evolved Metro Rail)
3.0 **Etymology of word “Metro Rail”?...**

It is hypothesized that the etymology of word “Metro Rail” might be derived from Proto Indo Europe Root Word “MU-Thiri”, “MA-Thiri” “Muthirai”, “Muthiren”. Muthiren shall mean “Human ancestor” (electric rail) created by supernatural person RAMANUJAM who consider created everything through his “MOTHER JANAKI” (Soul) as described below.
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It is further focused that in Hindu mythology the philosophy of Brahma, Rama, Krishna, Shiva shall be considered as evolution of Human Species and traveled by varied “RAIL SYSTEM” as described below.

i) **BRAHMA** - Mono Rail (Flying rail)

ii) **RAMA** - Transformation to Metro rail

iii) **KRISHNA** - Stage-I Metro rail

iv) **SHIVA** - Stage-II Metro rail

v) **POST SHIVA** - Stage-III Metro rail

4.0 **Conclusion:**
5.0 Previous Publications:

Part-A

The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already published by the same author.
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